
ΘΕΜΑ 2β. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ 

Fill each gap in sentences 21-30 with the correct word or phrase from the box below (A-J). Use 

each word or phrase only once.  

A. asked B.  as a result C. presented D.  with E. despite 

F. on G. ago H. before I. by J. at 

 

21. Malala Yousafzai is an advocate for girls’ right to education. __________difficulties, she keeps 

fighting to break down the barriers that hold girls back and has even won the Nobel Peace 

Prize for her achievements 

22. Armed with arrows, knives and axes, the indigenous in South America tried to fight against the 

European colonialists, who brought with them guns and canons; __________, the fight was 

unequal. 

23. Never had they been to New York __________. That is why they felt so excited about spending 

their Christmas holidays there! 

24. There's an amazing Egyptian art collection on display __________ the National museum at the 

moment. 

25. “There comes the train!” shouted my little sister __________ excitement. No one could believe 

that it was finally coming, after a delay of two hours. 

26. The new mall will be inaugurated __________ the mayor next week. Local people are looking 

forward to its opening because the area has been deprived of a mall and when the temperature 

drops below zero degrees Celsius, it is always a problem to go shopping in the city centre. 

27. In his first speech as Prime Minister, Mr. Smith thanked the people who had trusted him with 

their vote and analytically __________ his strategic programme. 

28. The news reporter commented, “A week __________ a new discovery was made in the field of 

paleontology that aspires to shed more light on the evolution theory”. 

29. “How can I help you?” __________ Mary. I knew that my friend really wanted to help me but I 

felt so confused that I didn’t know where to start from. 

30. __________ the dinner table were the sunglasses I was looking for. I am so careless 

sometimes! I had checked all over the place three times and I hadn’t noticed them! 

 

  



ΘΕΜΑ 3. ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ 

 

You are a member of your class committee organizing a trip to the UK next summer. Write an 

email to a youth hostel recommended to you (120-150 words) giving them information about the 

trip and asking about: 

 room facilities 

 prices and if breakfast is included 

 internet access 

 exact location of the hostel 

 access to public means of transportation 

 any other questions you might have 
 

 


